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1. 2. 3.

1. The profile pic should not be a blue circle. 
It should be their WALLET PROFILE PIC!

2. The wallet address should be in MEDIUM
weight instead regular weight in type. This
includes the GAS FEE row too. The token title 
should be in MEDIUM weight too!

3. The arrow icon seems small and squished
Please replace it with an arrow similar shown
above. This includes the GAS FEE row too. 

Applies to BOTH light & Dark Mode!



* The light mode toggle in DARK MODE should 
be inactive (toggle slides left) while, 

The light mode toggle in LIGHT MODE should be
ACTIVE (toggle slides right) 
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* In the LIGHT MODE nav bar,
when the user clicks on either 
the account or gas fee, the dark
mode modal pops up instead of 
light mode one

* The type size and icon is 
TOO SMALL and paddings around
each selection is TOO NARROW
* The type weight SHOULD BE
IN MEDIUM WEIGHT

Icon size: 24px
Type size: 16
Options Padding: Top/bottom- 12px
                                 Sides- 16px
Spacing: 16px

Applies to BOTH light & Dark Mode!

* IMPORTANT: Also both the ACCOUNT and GAS FEE MODAL
do not work! I can’t select and apply any option on mobile
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When user clicks on option the 
bg of the option should look like this



* For the ACCOUNT MODAL, 
when users taps an option,
the background should change
color.

* For the GAS FEE MODAL,
the default gas fee should be 
outlined and highlighted

Applies to BOTH light & Dark Mode!
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Applies to BOTH light & Dark Mode!
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*Refer to Figma file for a better look and feel

*Leave a bit more space between the
content and the footer
*Rearrange the footer contents:
Block explorers- icon links-FAQs,Terms,etc
- copyright and version number

*The options in text are together and
the space in between each options
is 24px (sideways NOT top/bottom spacing)

88px spacing

24px spacing

24px spacing

24px spacing




